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-Feh 	original, the Pres. Comm. made the following announcement today... (2hax Craig)  ;Y4 	Julius Franzen (ph.) to Dear Lee, xi (UPI), Watt. 2 p. ltr to Warren, from in his capacity as Sigma Chi, Freedom i of Information, indicating that he is inhippy about the difficulty in getting the people on the Commission to answer even routine queries; this is routine, but not as much as the rest of this file. (Franzen has the most amazing little typewriter - all the "a" and "e"'s are small-size upper case.) 
Jan 12 press release, 4 pp, biographies, and what appears to be a page proof of Appendix 2, the Nov. 29 press release in the WR. End of folder. 

(253) 	:::DReporting service. Looks like about 50 pages. Redlich to files, Feb. 28, original, with his correct title: special asst. to JLR. Odell Oliver (reporter) to JLR, July 11, sending certain depositions. Stroud to 'dear Howard' (HPW), court reporters want to find out when they will , be paid; w/att routing slip, routine. 
June 26, Stroud to Rankin, attaching: 
Laidrich to Rankin, June 26, re correction: Olson for Carlson, in certain testimony. May 4, JLR to Ward & Paul, as of this date they want only 6, not 10, copies of depositic 16 pages of letters, From April 20 to 30, apparently all from Barefoot Sanders to W61' (this is the cc. to HPW), enclosing depositions; JLh to Sadler, GSA; the W&P rates have been accepted. Nore depositions from N Sanders to W&P (copy to HPW) 6 pp., April 14 - 17, to the last of which is attached a letter from Bailin (?), routine; it little problem with stenotype machine not working properly and a. lot of changes kxxyl had to be made in his testimony; Willens adds on a routing slip that if he wants to keep a copy that isn't clear, would have to get the approval of the Commission ((?)) 
A couple more of those letters from Sanders. 
Dietrich (N.O. st'notypers) to WJL, Apr 10, routine. 7 more SR Sanders to W&P, last having a routing slip; routine, having to do with making the exhibits attached V) 
9 more of those, Sanders to W&P; 
hi'W to R Dear Barefoot; get a reporter for Ball & Belin; Mar 30 in response to 'lar 27, ((Sanders to HP4)) asking how many he will need Feb 12, Belin to Rankin, re spelling of Hidell. JLR says 'please follow up on this with the reporter.' Is a copy in here; this sort of thing indicates that JLR did not keep his own files: he would just comment on a memo like this and send it back. I guess that's a reasonable way to do things. --Funny that Belin insists it is an error; he says it came about because Marina said it was a variation of Fidel. He doesn't say why it's an error ; it is obviously because there is a real Heindel. Peculiar little memo. Says the error should be corrected because of the import of the use of an alias. Should have this. Good copy. (@311) Rankin to Ward, Jan 9, saying which secretaries are authorized to sign receipts. JLR to Ward, Jan 8, thanks for your Jan 7, 
Jan 7, routing slip, JLR to HPW, w/att Ward to JLR, Jan 7, setting forth rates (have) Lloyd Harkins (ph.) to Warren, making applicatioh to be reporters. W&P, to Warren, Dec. 3, 2 copies; making application - think I have this - no, I guess what I remember is that they discussed at an early WC meeting who had applied. End of PC-10 folder. 

(@327) 	Large grey binder marked 'PC-I0, Ward & Paul, reporters.' These are actual receipts. Large binder. 
First, a list of who the couriers are. Jesse Ward Jr. and Jesse 5i L. "Pete" Ward III. A whole batch of receipts. Last one is Sept. 11; 5 xerex copies, deposition of Marina. Last is the regular x sequence is Feb. 4 (sic);then there is a ktx batch clippe( togethe] JLR to Ward, asking that they furnist/detailed information, ai.ong with Ward's letter of the 20th to JLR; Ward has a very formal style: I beg to remain, etc. He is offering his services. 
Routing slip, Willens to Rarkin, 'I called Mr. Ward and approved the attached form 

(@342) 
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(Starts NC17S1 @ 342) 
for the transcripts of Commission proceedings', including discussion of the 

color, how to address the Chairman (Mr. Chief Justice, or whatever), routine. 
About 5 pp. here, including a cover with a sample Top Secret stamp. 

I see - there are 3 carbons here for the routing slip. So that's what those funny 
carbons are, with the large gap between the name at the top and the mt text. 
I hadn't really recognized that (they were routing slips). 

Little note from Julia Eide, 2/7, 10:30 a.m., waste material to be burned at the 
White House. (Harold got this some time ago.) 

Jan. 22 receipt for Jan. 21, reporters notes, waste paper, &c; and 
receipt for meeting on Jan 27. 
So we have the receipts here for the meetings of the twenty// 
((Dictation cuts off abruptly - I can't recall why)) ((Few seconds break)) 
June 11, 1973, at the Archives; it is 2:42 p.m., Entry 20, PC-10, Ward & Paul; 
I was just saying, that in addition to the meetings of Jan 21 and 27, for which 

there are receipts for 9 copies, 
the last thing in here is another copy of Rankin's Jan 9 to Ward, saying who is 

authorized to sign receipts. 

(@368) 	PC 11, "Reports, administrative only" (Listing this file) 
HPW to JLR, re Loose Ends Department, April 29; does appear to be loose ends. 
Apr 13, JLR to Staff; prepare status/progress reports (have) 
Jan 11, JLR to Comm., attached is progress report: (should have -okay Xerox here) 
1 p. memo, 5 p. progress report, biog. sketches: A (senior) 4 pp; B (junior) 3 pp. 

this dt date is right, I don't have it. Cf. Jan 13, JLR to Staff) 
Another copy of the same thing: Jan 11, 5+4+3 pp; Xerox marked white copy; 
attached to it here, tentative outline of work of Pres. Comm., pp. 1-11. 
End PC 11, End of Box 5. 	xtxxmimmtxxxtmxthxm-Rx. Four minutes to three. 

(@388) PC 12, Security 	 (2 pp) 
JLR to JEH, Nov 18, and H to R, Oct 23, re DeM and Paine reports, should they be 

kept secret. ((At first, I thougth they looked routine; actually, they are 
pretty important, esp. for Freedom of Information matters.)) Hoover wants ki 
things kept secret; Rankin (Goldberg) overruled him. ((This has been pointed 
out to Lesar and to the Justice Dept.)) 

Nov 16, k Goldberg to the Records, re declassification of documents; original 
plus yellow carbon; more or less routine, has to do with things like stamping 

the declassification notice. 
Nov 22, Hennigan to Goldberg, re State Dept. files; original; what's to be 

declassified and how, &c.; 1 p. memo plus 2 p. legal paper attachment. ((?)) 
Nov 2, JLR for Goldberg and Marmor; authority to downgrade and declassify 
documents, original plus yellow carbon. 

CD 1537,.3 pp., Miss Lucille Ann Robinson, former staff member, interviewed 
regarding leaks; she didn't know anything; and then 

On Oct 7 ... inberview conducted at WmA Ward and Paul; this one is entitled 
Ruby. 8 pp. Then 

2 pp. Oct 10, Mrs. Lucille Robinson, Kansas, contacted; 2 pp. so  that's CD 1537; no 
interest to me. 

The original of Hoover to JLR, 3 pp., m Oct. 16; of course it doesn't tell you 
who did it ((leaked)); you could probably tell if you took the time to go through 
these 3 pp. A good example of how obscure the FBI can be when it wants to. 
But I think it says Tonahill is responsible, most likely. Hmm. Maybe should have. 

Franck, Dept. of State„ to JLR, Oct 7, Declassification, and deletion of 
dates, serials, and control number. 

JEH to JLR, Oct 6, 1 p., original, enclosing CD 1535, int. of Hubert 
seT,  Goldberg to JLR, Sept 30, original, summary of FBI investigation of leaks. 

That's the way it went: you had to have someone mxth on the staff summarize the 
investigation and draw the obvious conclusions ((The FBI wouldn't do it)) 
(1 p. original & yellow carbon) Not much x of a summary; doesn't xy say who did it. 

CD 1535, 7 pp. total (5+2), 2 memos. 

CD 1533, 2±2L± 2+4+3+1 = 10 pp.; Shurtlieff was working for Farrar at the Archives; 
working on the WC stuff; 3rd is int. of Tonahill; 4th is Kilgallen. 

These CD's, by the way, are more or less the original typed copies. 	(@448) 


